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RESOLUTION A.46(III)
adopted on 18 October 1963

THE ASSEMBLY

NOTING Article 16 of the Convention concerning the functions of the Assembly,

NOTING FURTHER Article 27 of the Convention concerning performance by the Council of all functions of the Assembly between sessions of that body,

RECALLING Article XII of the Financial Regulations of the Organization and Resolution A.23(II),

TAKING NOTE that the Council has extended the appointment of Sir Edmund Compton, K.B.E., C.B., as External Auditor of the Organization for a period of one year commencing 1 July 1963,

TAKING FURTHER NOTE of the fact that Sir Edmund Compton, K.B.E., C.B., is prepared to accept a further extension of his term of office,

CONFIRMS the appointment of Sir Edmund Compton, K.B.E., C.B., as External Auditor for the period 1 July 1963 to 30 June 1964,

DECIDES to extend this appointment for a period of four years commencing 1 July 1964.
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